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Tesla Giga Factory

FREIGHT
More Tracks for 2030
Berlin & Brandenburg

TEN-T corridors
- North Sea - Baltic
- Orient/ East - Med
- Scandinavian - Mediterranean

Core or Comprehensive Network track
Track only in use by freight or S-Bahn services
S-Bahn only network (not shown)

Projects
1. Berlin-Spandau–Nauen
2. Potsdamer Stammbahn
3. Prignitz Express/Seiten
4. Nordbahn/Heidekrubahn
5. RE1 Brandenburg - Berlin - Frankfurt (Oder) - Eisenhüttenstadt (mainly platform extensions)
7. Berlin–Cottbus/Bahnhof Königs Wusterhausen
8. Elimination of bottlenecks and further development of the S-Bahn network (not shown here)